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Inspiring young people through skill, sports and youth coaching.



ABOUT US

Sport-tec are a sports coaching company that

could greatly benefit your primary school. 

Sport-tec offers a variety of coaching services

that are tailored to meet the specific needs of 

 the young children in your school, and  we are

passionate about helping students develop

their athletic abilities while promoting physical

activity and teamwork. 

Our experienced coaches use age appropriate

games and activities to engage students in a

range of sports, from Dodgeball and basketball

to gymnastics and athletics. 

In addition, Sport-tec also provides curriculum

and skills based physical education programs

that can supplement your school's existing

physical education program. By working with

Sport-tec, your school can provide a fun and

engaging learning experience for your students

while promoting a healthy and active lifestyle.
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WHAT WE
CAN OFFER

Sport-tec can provide primary schools with

high-quality physical education (PE) lessons as

part of their continuing professional

development (CPD) or as PPE (planning,

preparation and assessment) cover. 

Our experienced coaches use skills-based

games to teach students a wide range of sports,

while following the national curriculum guidelines

for physical education. By working with Sport-

tec, schools can ensure that their students

receive a comprehensive and engaging PE

program that is designed to promote physical

health, teamwork, and confidence. Sport-tec's
coaches are trained to teach students of all

abilities and will provide personalized attention to

help each student reach their full potential. 

By providing quality PE lessons, Sport-tec can

help schools to meet their educational goals

while promoting the health and wellbeing of their

students.

PE LESSONS

CDP Sessions to

build teachers

confidence

Assessments

throughout the

year

PPE Cover



Sport-tec offers a variety of coaching services that

can help primary schools provide before, during, and

after-school activities for their students. In particular,

Sport-tec can offer breakfast clubs, dinner time clubs,

and after-school clubs that promote physical activity,

teamwork, and healthy living. 

Breakfast clubs can provide a healthy breakfast while

offering fun and engaging physical activities to start the

day. During lunchtime, dinner time clubs can provide

students with a break from their studies, giving them the

opportunity to participate in games and sports in a safe

and supervised environment. After-school clubs can be a

great way to keep children active and engaged after the

school day has ended, providing an opportunity for them

to learn new skills and make friends outside of the

classroom. 

By offering these services, Sport-tec can help primary

schools to provide a well-rounded and engaging learning

experience that promotes physical health and wellbeing.
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WHAT WE
CAN OFFER

CLUBS

BREAKFAST

CLUBS

AFTER SCHOOL

CLUBS

DINNER TIME

CLUBS



Sport-tec coaches are fully

DBS checked, ensuring that

all students are in safe hands.

This is a standard procedure

that the company takes very

seriously, as the safety and

welfare of students are their

utmost priority. 

DBS
CHECKED

OUR COACHES
Our coaches are particularly skilled at coaching in schools because they understand the

unique challenges and opportunities that come with working in an educational setting. They

are passionate about promoting physical activity and teamwork in a way that complements

and enhances the broader educational experience of students.
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Sport-tec coaches are also

fully trained in first aid,

meaning that they are

equipped to respond to any

potential medical

emergencies that may arise

during their coaching

sessions. This is an important

part of the company's
commitment to ensuring the

safety and wellbeing of their

students.

FIRST AID
TRAINED

Sport-tec coaches have years

of experience in teaching and

coaching a wide range of

sports to students of all ages

and abilities. As a result,

Sport-tec coaches are highly

skilled professionals who are

committed to delivering high-

quality coaching services to

schools and their students.

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE



OUR SERVICES
At Sport-tec, we believe that learning should be fun, which is why our coaching sessions are

designed to be engaging and enjoyable for students. We use skills-based games and

activities to teach students a wide range of sports, helping them to develop their physical

abilities in a fun and exciting way. By delivering our coaching sessions in this way, we can

help students to stay motivated, focused and enthusiastic about physical activity.
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At Sport-tec, we understand that schools may have their own preferred

planning scheme for physical education. That's why our coaches are flexible

and can use the planning scheme that the school is currently using.

Alternatively, we can also offer our own planning provider, which is designed to

be fun and build skills while following the national curriculum for physical

education. Our planning provider ensures that students receive a

comprehensive and engaging PE program that promotes physical health,

teamwork, and confidence. Our coaches are trained to deliver both options

effectively and will work with schools to ensure that they are satisfied with the

planning and delivery of the coaching sessions. 

HIGH QUALITY PLANNING

We offer assessment services as part of our coaching program. We can carry

out assessments throughout the year on the classes we teach to help schools

track pupil progression and identify areas for improvement. This information

can be used to inform end-of-year reports and to help schools and parents

understand the progress that students are making in their physical education.

ASSESSMENT SERVICES
 



Thank you for taking the time to read through our information booklet about

Sport-tec. We hope that you have found it informative and engaging. If you

have any questions about our coaching services or how we can work with

your school to promote physical activity and healthy living, please do not

hesitate to get in touch. We would be happy to discuss any queries or

concerns that you may have and to provide you with more information about

our coaching programs. We look forward to the possibility of working

together in the future to promote the physical wellbeing of your students.

 

If you would like to see first-hand how Sport-tec coaching sessions can

benefit your school, we would be happy to offer you a free taster session.

One of our experienced coaches can come into your school and deliver a

session so that you can see how our coaches deliver our sessions and

whether they would be a good fit for your school. If you would like to take

advantage of this offer, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us.

WHAT NEXT?

07939092092Phone

sport-tec@hotmail.comEmail


